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Abstract 
From a well-known decomposition theorem, we propose a tree representation for distributive 
and simplicial lattices. We show how this representation (called ideal tree) can be efficiently 
computed (linear time in the size of the lattice given by any graph whose transitive closure is 
the lattice) and compared with respect to time and space complexity. As far as time complexity 
is concerned, we simply consider the time needed for computations of basic lattice operations 
such as meet or join and reachability (x < y). Therefore an ideal tree can be considered as 
a good data structure for a distributive lattice, since for a lattice L = (X,E) it uses 0( 1x1) 
space and allows computations of reachability, meet and join operations in 0( lJz’(L)l ), where 
k!(L) denotes the suborder of the meet irreducible elements in L. Furthermore, optimal bit-vector 
encoding for distributive lattices can be easily derived from this data structure. Relationships with 
encoding proposed by A%Kaci et al. [3], Caseau [5] are also discussed. Intensive use of this 
ideal tree allow us to achieve best running time algorithms for most of the applications in which 
distributive lattices are involved; as for example, constructing the lattice of ideals or generating 
ideals for a given partial order. Therefore this data structure can be used in many areas such as 
scheduling theory, in which several algorithms are based on a dynamic programming approach 
of the lattice of ideals of the precedence ordering; or distributed programming, in which some of 
the debugging tools rely on the calculation of the lattice of ideals of the causality ordering of the 
events. 
1. Introduction and motivations 
The recent growing interest and remarkable progress for algorithms on lattices are 
due mainly to the importance lattice theory plays in computer science. Distributive 
lattices are important because they can easily be associated with set families and 
therefore to data types, see [24]. More recently A’it-Kaci et al. [3] used lattices in 
the design of programming languages and similarly Caseau [5] to deal with multiple 
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inheritance hierarchies. In both cases a taxonomy of objects or classes is considered. 
These class/subclass hierarchies or taxonomies play a crucial role in object-oriented 
languages in which a hierarchical structure is often associated to a type structure. 
Therefore for the implementation of these languages it is worthwhrle to compute ef- 
ficiently the usuaI meet and join aperations. In such applications sometimes bitwise 
operations are considered. Similarly, acyclic hierarchies, not necessarily lattices but 
just directed acyclic graphs, are studied in artificial intelligence (see [S]) for the IS-A 
hierarchies (or taxonomies) used for knowledge representation, but they are also needed 
in the databases area in which the hierarchy is simply the structure of the database 
itself. 
In the following we show how to build a tree (named ideal tree) that represents a 
distributive lattice. Furthermore we show that such a tree, not unique, allows efficient 
computations for meet and join. 
Recent work on ideal trees showed that this tree representation can be used instead 
of ideal lattice, for example see [ 181 where it is shown that incremental computation 
of the tree is enough for debugging of distributed computations. Moreover, this tree 
gives a natural algorithm for generating ideals of posets. This kind of algorithms can 
be used as procedure for dynamic programming techniques on the lattice of ideals, see 
[ 131. Finally we hope that ideal trees can be very useful for algorithmic lattice theory. 
A partially ordered set P = (X, Gp) is a reflexive, asymmetric and transitive binary 
relation on a set X. When necessary, we may consider P as a directed graph (X,E) 
where E CX* and (x, y) E E iff x dP y. An order P is called a lattice if the join and 
the meet exists for every pair of vertices of P. 
Let L be a lattice. We denote the set of join-irreducible elements of L by j(L) and 
the set of meet-irreducible elements by .,&Z(L). Join-irreducible elements are exacdy 
those eIemenrs which cover only one element, and meet-irreducible elements are eIe- 
ments which are covered by only one element in the covering graph of L. For usual 
definitions on lattices see [7]. Hereafter for our algorithmic purpose, all lattices are sup- 
posed to be finite and defined by their directed covering graph. For such a connected 
graph G = (X-E), 1x1 6 [El + 1. 
2. Tree structure for distributive lattices 
Decomposition or factorization properties are well known for distributive lattices, and 
let us begin with such a decomposition induced by meet and join irreducible elements. 
This decomposition has produced a linear time algorithm for recognizing an acyclic 
directed graph whose transitive closure is a distributive lattice, see 1141. 
Let L be a distributive lattice and m E d(L) then there exists a unique join irreducible 
element j corresponding to the bottom of the sublattice L\[I,m]~ Let us denote by 
m* (resp. j*) the unique element of L that covers m (resp. is covered by j). One can 
verify easily that j V m = m* and j A m = j* (this a well known B~rkhoff’s result [4] 
which states order-isomorphism between d(L) and y(L)). 
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Fig. 1. Example of distributive lattice decomposition with T = 5,7,18, 19,13,15, 17 
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Theorem 1. Let L be a distributive lattice and z = ml,. . . ,m, a linear extension of 
J%‘(L). Then 
0) [_h,Tl = L\[j:, ml] is a distributive lattice, and it exists an order-isomorphism 
Ymu,, from [jF,m~l onto [h,$l. 
(ii) JCLh,Tl) = -4L>\{m). 
(iii) r2 = m2,. . , m, is a linear extension of M([jl, T]). 
We denote by Li the interval [j*, mi] corresponding to ith element in r. The isomor- 
phism Y,,,, is noted !I$ related to the interval [j*, mi]. By induction, a decomposition of 
L into disjoint sublattices {L1,. . . , L,,L,+l} can be obtained, where L,,+l is reduced to T 
and L, denotes the sublattice [j*, mi] corresponding to ith element in r, called a block. 
Now let us show that the isomorphisms { Yi::, i E [ l..n]} leads to a tree representation 
of a distributive lattice. Consider a linear extension r = ml,. , m, of _&t’(L). Using 
Theorem 1, we obtain a decomposition of L into sublattices (blocks) {LI, . . . , L,, L,+l} 
where each element of x E Li is covered by only one element y E Li+l U . . . U L,,+l 
such that y = Yi(X). 
Theorem 2. The set of edges A = {(x, y) such that x E Li and y = e(x) i E [l..n]} 
defines a spanning tree of L of height IA’(L)/. 
Let us denote by A(L) this tree and refer to as an ideal tree. 
Proof. Let us show by induction that Aj = {(x, y) such that x E Li and y = Y(x) for 
some i E [j..n]} is a spanning tree of Lj U . . U L,+l 
Clearly A,, is reduced to one edge and then A,, is a spanning tree. Suppose that Aj+l 
is a spanning tree of Lj+, U . . . U L,+l and let us show that Aj is also a spanning 
tree OfLjU"'UL,+1. From Theorem 1 the sublattice L/ is isomorphic to a sublattice 
Of Lj+l U “’ U L,+l, and each element of Lj is covered by only one element from 
Lj+l U " ' U L,+l under the isomorphism Yj. Thus Aj+l U {(x, y) such that x E Lj 
and y = Yj(x)} is a tree. Since all edges belong to the covering graph of L, we 
conclude that Aj is a spanning tree of Lj U. . . U Ln+l. Each step of the linear extension 
z increases exactly by one the height of A(L). Therefore height(A(L)) = IJi?‘(L)I = 
height(L). Cl 
It should be noticed that the ideal tree A(L) contains only covering edges which 
connect different blocks. This means that the covering edges inside blocks do not 
belong to A(L). Based on this idea, les us give a simple and linear time algorithm to 
compute such an ideal tree of a distributive lattice L. 
Algorithm 1. Computing the ideal tree of a distributive lattice 
Let G = (X,E) be the covering graph of a distributive lattice L. 
(1) Compute a linear extension z = {ml,. . . , m,} of J!(L). 
(2) For i = 1 to n do 
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Initially no vertex is marked; 
Delete all edges between descendants of mi not already marked from L; 
Mark all descendants of mi not already marked; 
Proposition 1. Let G = (X, E) be the covering graph of a distributive lattice L. Then 
Algorithm 1 computes an ideal tree of L in O(jEl) time complexity. 
Proof. 
Step 1: Clearly one can compute from G, a linear extension r of &f(L) in 0( (El). 
Step 2: Takes elements of J&!(L) according to this linear extension r. The descendants 
of the first vertices are visited and marked by deleting all scanned edges. For the next 
elements, the algorithm only visits vertices which are marked. Thus each vertex is 
visited at most twice, and therefore Algorithm 1 realizes the required complexity. cl 
By this process we obtain an ideal tree A(L) depending on the chosen linear exten- 
sion. Descendants of llZi not yet marked form a block or a sublattice which will be 
numbered by i. Moreover all these elements have a unique upper cover outside this 
block. 
The remaining of the paper is devoted to give evidence for the following claim: 
“ideal tree is an efficient data structure for dealing with distributive lattices”. To do 
so, let us describe more precisely this data structure. To each element x of A(L) is 
associated the following: 
BLOCK(x) : the number of the block that x belongs to (i.e. BLOCK(x) = i 
iff x belongs to Li). 
FATHER(x) : is the unique upper cover of x out of its block. 
SON(x) : All elements that have x as unique upper cover out of their block. 
Clearly each arc of A(L) can be weighted as follows: v(x, FATHER(x)) = BLOCK(x) 
(see Fig. 2). Therefore to each vertex x one can associate a code, denoted by CODE(x) 
corresponding to the sequence of valuations obtained by the unique path joining x to 
the root of A(L). Clearly element codes are sorted increasingly. 
Such a tree only requires 0( 1x1) p s ace memory for a distributive lattice L = (X, E). 
Later, it will shown from this tree that it is possible to answer queries about reacha- 
bility, meet and join operations with better costs than those previously obtained using 
transitive closure or transitive reduction representation. 
Observations. 
(1) Note that such an ideal tree encoding uses less space memory than the covering 
graph, since it needs only a space proportional to the number of elements in L. It should 
also be pointed out that the number of arcs in the transitive reduction is between 1x1 
(L is a chain) and 1x1 * log 1x1 (L is a boolean lattice). 
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Fig. 2. The ideal tree corresponding to the decomposition shown in Fig. I 
(2) It is well known, see [4], that any distributive lattice L can be seen as the ideal 
lattice of the suborder J&(L) (resp. f(L)). Using this remark and the fact that each 
element of A(L) corresponds to unique element of L, each element of A(L) corresponds 
to an ideal of d(L) (resp. y(L)). 
(3) The decomposition yielded by this process is not unique, since it depends on 
the linear extension taken on M(L). One can notice that if such a decomposition 
was unique, a linear time-complexity algorithm for isomorphism testing between two 
distributive lattices could easily be derived. In fact the total number of decompositions 
is exactly the number of linear extensions of M(L). 
(4) Let x be a vertex with block number k. Then all its descendants have a block 
number less than k. 
(5) Sons of a vertex have different block number. 
(6) The code of an element is sorted in increasing order, it corresponds to a filter 
in J%‘(L) and its size is at most ]&(L)I. 
Let us now consider classical operations on lattices such as reachability testing, join 
and meet. 
2.1. Reachability 
Property 1. Let x, y be in L. Three cases have to be distinguished: 
(i) If BLOCK(x) > BLOCK(y) then x -CL y. 
(ii) If BLOCK(x) = BLOCK(y) then (x < y * FATHER(x) d FATHER(y)). 
(iii) If BLOCK(x) < BLOCK(y) then (n < y ej FATHER(x) < y). 
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Proof. (i) Since the decomposition process follows a linear extension of .4(L), an 
element with block number i cannot be a descendant of elements with block number 
i- 1. 
(ii) If BLOCK(x) = BLOCK(y) then x and y belong to the same block. This block 
is isomorphic to a sublattice containing FATHER(x) and FATHER(y). 
(iii) Since there is an isomorphism between the block of x and a sublattice containing 
FATHER(x), x behaves exactly as its father (i.e. same comparabilities) with regard to 
higher numbered blocks (i.e. greater than BLOCK(x)). q 
2.2. Join computations 
Property 2. Let x,y be in L. Two cases have to be distinguished: 
(i) If BLOCK(x) = BLOCK(y) then x V y is the son (in the same block as x and 
y) of FATHER(x) v FATHER(y). 
(ii) If BLOCK(x) < BLOCK(y) then x V y = FATHER(x) V y. 
Proof. (i) Let Lk be the block containing x and y. Since Lk is a sublattice of L, 
therefore x V y belongs to Lk, see Fig. 3. 
Moreover Lk is lattice-isomorphic to a sublattice containing FATHER(x) and 
FATHER(y). Therefore FATHER(x) V FATHER(y) covers x V y, and moreover it 
is the unique son of FATHER(x) V FATHER(y) belonging to Lk. 
(ii) Let z = FATHER(x) V y then we have x <L FATHER(x) cL z. Clearly x V y 
does not belong to the same block as x, and since every element greater than x out of 
the block of x is also greater than FATHER(x) then x V y = FATHER(x) V y. q 
2.3. Meet computations 
Property 3. Let x,y be in L. Two cases have to be distinguished: 
(i) Zf BLOCK(x) = BLOCK(y) then x A y is the son (in the same block as x 
and y) of FATHER(x) A FATHER(y). 
(ii) If BLOCK(x) < BLOCK(y) then x A y is the son of block BLOCK(x) oj 
FATHER(x) A y. 
Proof. (i) Similar proof to that of (i) in Property 2. 
(ii) Suppose that x A y = t. Let z = FATHER(x) A y then z <L FATHER(x). 
This implies that z belongs to the sublattice containing FATHER(x) and this sub- 
lattice is lattice isomorphic to BLOCK(x). Thus there exists z’ in BLOCK(x) and 
FATHER = z. Clearly if z’ <L t <L x and by the isomorphism FATHER, we have 
z <L FATHER(t) <L FATHER(x) which contradicts z = FATHER(x) A y. 0 
The following corollary (left to the reader) illustrates the classical operations on 
lattices which can be computed using the previous properties. 
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v y = Father(x) v y 
Fig. 3. Computing x V y. 
Corollary 1. For n, y E L, we have the following equivalences: 
(a) x < y 28 CODE(x) 2 CODE(y), 
(b) x A y is the unique vertex z such that CODE(z) = CODE(x) U CODE(y), 
(c) x V y is fhe unique vertex z such that CODE(z) = CODE(x) f~ CODE(y). 
From these properties one can easily derive recursive procedures to answer these 
queries. 
Example 1. Let us consider the ideal tree of Fig. 2. For example, let us compute 5 A 7. 
Since BLOCK(s) < BLOCK(7) then 5A7 can be obtained as the unique son of 6A 7 
that belongs to block I. Let us denote by son(x, i) the unique son, when it exists, of 
x in block i. Similarly since BLOCK(7) < BLOCK(6) then 6 A 7 = son(6 A 8,2), and 
BLOCK(B) < BLOCK(6) 6 A 8 = son(6 A 9,3) and BLOCK(6) = BLOCK(9) then 
6A9 = son(l2A15,4) and BLOCK(12) < BLOCK(15) then 12A15 = son(l5A15,5), 
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finally this process terminates, since 15A 15 = 15. Backtracking yields: son( 15,5) = 12, 
son(12,4) = 6, son(6,3) = 4, son(3,l) = 1, and we end up with 5 A 7 = 1. 
Proposition 2. Let L = (X,E) be a distributive lattice. An ideal tree uses O((X1) 
space and allows the computation of join and meet in O(width(&(L))* IA(L time 
complexity, and reachability in O(l&?(L)I). 
Proof. Clearly the answer for reachability between x and y costs the maximum size 
of CODE(x) and CODE(y) which is at most the number of meet-irreducible elements 
in L. The computation of the join for x and y can be done in two times. First we 
compute the code of join using intersection of CODE(x) and CODE(y) which can 
be done in O(lJle(L)I), since the code is sorted. But for a given code, how to find 
the corresponding element in the ideal tree? Since element codes are sorted, a top- 
down search can be recursively applied from the root for a son of a given block. 
So if the list of sons is represented by a linked sorted list then this operation costs 
O(ISOW)O, h’ h w ic is at most the width of &z’(L). Since height(A(L)) = I&(L)], then 
join calculations can be achieved in O(width(M(L)) * I&(L)0 time complexity. For 
meet calculations the result is similar. 0 
Andrew Fall [9] improves the complexity analysis for join and meet operations. 
Proposition 3. Join and meet operations can be achieved in O()A(L)I) time com- 
plexity. 
Proof. As in Proposition 2, CODE@ V y) is computed using intersection of CODE(x) 
and CODE(y). Consider a vertex z in the tree with block number k. The block number 
of any of its descendant must be less than k. Also, if we use the fact that the sons 
of any node are sorted decreasingly with respect to their block number. Therefore, the 
block number of any vertex “to the right” of z must also be less than k. Thus any 
block number is checked at most once during a top-down search to find the unique 
vertex that matches this CODE(xV y). Since there are exactly IA(L)\ blocks, join and 
meet can be computed in 0( Id(L time complexity. 0 
3. Bit-vector encodings 
Initially the notion bit-vector encoding comes from boolean lattices. Indeed, we can 
associate each element of a boolean lattice with a subset such that two elements are 
comparable if and only if their associated subsets are ordered by inclusion. Bit-vector 
encodings yielded a very intensive research last few years, for very practical uses of 
these codes, see, for example, [3,5,9,15]. 
Ideally, a bit-vector encoding of an order P is a function which assigns to each 
element x of P a vector of bits such that meet, join and reachability can be done 
using logical operations on these vectors. This can also be seen as subset of integers 
(i.e. this subset made up from the vector with those entries equal to 1) denoted by 
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Fig. 4. A numbering of a tree and its binary representation. 
SET(x) such that 
For all x, y E P x <p y if and only if SET(x) C SET(y). 
In this section we present an encoding based on a labelling of the vertices that 
allows us to answer reachability in 0( 1) and efficient algorithms for meet and join 
operations. This complexity 0( 1) only depends on the ability to perform the bitwise 
logical operations as OR, AND and XOR and the representation of integers. In this 
section we assume that a memory cell of our target machine has more than I&(L)1 
bits, To be entirely precise we should have taken as a time unit an elementary operation 
on one bit. Hereafter we stick to this O(1) convention, which seems to be the most 
widely used (see [17]). 
An obvious remark shows that the size of a bit-vector for a partial order P is at least 
the size of a maximal chain in P. Let us recall that the minimum size of a boolean 
lattice in which P can be embedded into, is an order theoretical invariant known as 
2-dimension(P) and was already studied by Griggs et al. [I I]. Such an embedding pro- 
duces a bit-vector which allows 0( 1) reachability computations. Relationships between 
2-dimension and partial order encodings have been studied by Habib et al. [12, 151. 
Given an ideal tree A(L) of a distributive lattice L, let us start with a labelling 
algorithm which assigns a number d(x), for each vertex x in A(L). The root of A(L) 
is labelled 0, and a vertex x is labelled e(x) = [(FATHER(x)) + 2BLoCK(x). The 
computation of this labelling can be done using a top-down breadth-first search on the 
ideal tree. The size in bits of this labelling is equal to the number of meet-irreducibles 
in L, that is the height of L or I&!(L)] (Fig. 4). 
Let us now consider the following calculations x V y, x A y and reachability queries, 
using this bit-vector. Since 8(x) = CiECODECx) 2’, we have /(x V y) = T!(X) AND L(y), 
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Table 1 
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owl + PlClI owe owl) owl) 
O(lXlI O(l) wag IXI) m% IXI) 
L(x A y) = e(x) OR e(y). To test whether x < y, it suffices to check if d(xV y) = t(y). 
This can be done, as follows: first, compute t(xvy) then test if t(xVy) XOR e(y) = 0. 
Therefore reachability queries can be done in 0( 1) using bit-vectors. 
This encoding is optimal for distributive lattices (with respect to reachability) and 
better than the encoding proposed by Ait-Kaci et al. [3] since the tree representation 
allows also efficient retrieval for a given bit-vector of the corresponding element in the 
lattice. 
Proposition 3. For any distributive lattice L = (X, E) an optimal bit-vector encoding 
of size O(IAf(L)I), can be computed in O(IXI), using an ideal tree representing L. 
This bit-vector allows reachability in O(1) and O(lAf(L)I) for the join and meet 
computations. 
Proof. Since IA(L)/ is the size of a maximal chain in L, using the above remark, 
the bit-vector encoding described above is optimal. Clearly the bit-vector of x V y and 
x A y can be done in constant time using logical operations. But it remains to find the 
right element associated with this bit-vector. This can be done in 0( I A(L searching 
along the ideal tree as in Proposition 2. 0 
Corollary 2. There exists a data structure using 0( IX I) space, which allows to achieve 
join and meet operations in O(log IX]) and reachability in 0( 1). 
Proof. Together with the idea of bit-vectors we add in O(lX[) an ordered array made 
up with the codes corresponding to the vertices of the ideal tree. In this array we also 
maintain a pointer from the code to its corresponding vertex in the ideal tree. Therefore 
to find the join of x and y, we first compute the code of x V y in 0( 1) and then find 
the corresponding node using a binary search in O(log IX]). 0 
Since for any distributive lattice L, IL] < 2 l”(L)l. It should be noticed that log IL\ d 
I A(L Table I summarizes the performances of known representations for a distribu- 
tive lattice L = (X,E). 
IJQL)I 4 1x14 I& 6 l&l, 
w(Af(L)) = maximal degree of a vertex in the transitive reduction of the L. 
= width (.4!(L)). 
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For the bit-vectors option, they must be of size at least Id(L It should be noticed 
that in many cases 1x1 can be exponential in I_&‘(L)]. 
Let us now state our main result, which summarizes most of this paper: 
Main Theorem. Let L = (X,E) be the covering graph of a distributive lattice. A tree 
T = (X,F) can be computed from L in O(]EI ) using 0( 1x1) space. Using T, meet, 
join and reachability operations can be implemented in O(I&(L)I). Furthermore tf a 
bit-vector encoding of size d(L) is chosen then reachability can be checked in 0( I ), 
and meet and join on@ require O(log IX]). 
Conversely L can be computed from T in O(IEl). 
Proof. The first part of this theorem has been shown throughout this paper. It only 
remains to show the converse, i.e. how to retrieve L from T. To achieve this, we 
have just to follow the decomposition, gathering the comparabilities in a bottom-up 
search. This is just a slight modification of the linear transitive closure algorithm 
produced for distributive lattices (see Habib and Nourine [14]); for more details see 
Habib et al. [13]. 0 
4. Ideal tree for simplicial lattices 
Similar decomposition can also be found for a larger class of lattices, namely the sim- 
plicial lattices. A lattice L is called meet-simplicial (resp. join-simplicial) (also called 
join-extremal or meet-extremal by Markowsky [20]) if its length is equal to I&(L)] 
(resp. If(L) A lattice L is called simplicial if L is meet-simplicial or join-simplicial. 
This name simplicial comes from a characterization of these lattices by means of a per- 
fect simplicial elimination scheme. Loosely speaking, a lattice is simplicial if and only 
if its strict incidence bipartite graph admits a perfect simplicial elimination scheme, 
where a vertex is said to be simplicial if it has at most one neighbour (for details the 
reader is referred to [22]). 
Theorem 3 (Markowsky [20]). Let L be a meet-simplicial lattice, then it exists a 
minimal meet-irreducible m of L such that L\[I, m] is a meet-simplicial lattice of 
length I&(L)]-1 and there exists an order-embedding from [I,m] to L\[l,m]. 
Using Theorem 3, there exists a linear extension of A(L) which guarantees a de- 
composition of the lattice. This linear extension can be obtained in a greedy fashion, 
since it corresponds to a perfect elimination scheme. Clearly the main difference with 
Theorem 1 is that for distributive lattices every linear extension of A(L) leads to a 
complete decomposition. 
For simplicial lattices the ideal tree does not allow easy computations for the meet 
and join operations, but it remains possible to compute reachability in O(]J&(L)]), 
using the collection of order embeddings defined during the decomposition process. 
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Example 2. Consider the ideal tree of Fig. 5. Let us now try to compute b V c and 
d Ae with the previous algorithms. We have CODE(bVc) = { 1,4} and CODE(d Ae) = 
{ 1,2,3}. Unfortunately there is no vertex having either code { 1,4} or code { 1,2,3}. 
The right answers are b V c = {f} and d A e = {u} which have CODE(f) = {l} and 
CODE(a) = {1,2,3,4}. 
The failure for join and meet computations with the previous algorithm in the 
case of simplicial lattices which are generally not distributive can be understood 




Fig. 5. A meet-simplicial lattice and its associated tree given by the linear extension (f,k,m, i). 
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Anyway the algorithm for reachability remains correct since the Property 1 is still 
valid for simplicial lattices. In fact Property 1 only relies on the existence of order 
embedding associated with the decomposition. 
5. Conclusion 
Using the correspondence between distributive lattices and ideal lattices of posets, 
we were able to produce an optimal increamental algorithm to build this ideal lattice 
of a poset P using the ideal tree. It is also possible to use the ideal tree structure 
to generate the set I(P) of all ideals of P in O(d *Z(P)) time complexity (where A 
denotes the maximum indegree in P), see [13]. But the construction of an enumeration 
algorithm that uses only 0( 1) per ideal, is still an open problem. We were only able 
to achieve this result for particular classes of posets, such as interval orders, see [16]. 
Finally this ideal tree can be used instead of the ideal lattice for analysing distributed 
computations see Jegou et al. [ 181. 
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